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Winfred	
  is	
  a	
  TEMI	
  1st
	
  &	
  	
  2nd	
  	
  carat	
  holder.	
  
He	
  was	
  an	
  ALT	
  for	
  
several	
  years
in	
  Japan	
  and	
  has	
  
returned	
  to	
  Ghana	
  to	
  
rejoin	
  his	
  family.

Winfred Quashie (Ghananian)
Helene’s comment:

Winfred captured my heart from
a distance. He emailed me from
Iwate to praise our Little America
materials, sent in questions to my
“Primary Advice” JAPAN NEWS
column and joined us for two
TEMI seminars in Tokyo. The
highlight of those two seminars
was being able to meet Winfred
face to face and share our stories
with the group.

From	
  Winfred:	
  

A teacher is never a teacher
unless he or she can empathize
with learners, respect them
and believe each one of them
has a unique trait that we can
build on. With great tolerance
and a slightly bigger heart
other than that of the ordinary
heart we can do it. I am happy
to announce that, in less than a
year, some students can truly
tell me their true feelings as
they have warmed up to me
and they believe in me,
something I will forever
cherish.
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I still feel very close to him even
though he has returned to teach in
Guana to teach there. How lucky
his students there are!
Winfred’s comment:

I would like to reiterate my position that
TEMI as an institution shares its tried
and tested teaching strategies
and techniques aimed at raising leaders
with the responsible roles and tasks
assigned to learners right from onset.
At TEMI visions are shaped carefully
and teachers acting as facilitators enjoy
a great worth of satisfaction seeing their
learners progress from stage to stage
with their English speaking and
listening skills as they influence society
with their profound knowledge by using
English.
Even novice teachers can easily apply
and adapt the teaching techniques to
transform them into enviable brands.
I wish you all the very best!

Motto:	
  "We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act but a habit." Aristotle

